Seeing Double: Coupling between Substrate Image Charges and Collective Plasmon Modes in Self-Assembled Nanoparticle Superstructures
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The localized surface plasmon resonance of metallic nanoparticles (NPs) displays a dramatic dependence on the NP size and shape as well as the surrounding environment.1–6 The latter property is actively exploited in NP-based surface plasmon resonance sensing.7–11 For many practical sensing applications, the effect of the substrate on which the NPs reside is of particular interest. In general, the sensitivity of supported NPs is smaller due to the reduction of the area that is available for analyte sensing. To a first approximation, the sensitivity of the localized surface plasmon resonance is proportional to the fraction of exposed NP surface area, and the shift in the surface plasmon resonance can be modeled as a weighted average between the dielectric constants of the substrate and the immersed medium, as verified by ensemble as well as single-particle spectroscopy.12–15

Considering only an average medium dielectric effect on the surface plasmon resonance for supported NPs is, however, in some cases an oversimplification of the actual optical response. In fact, it is well-known from classical calculations that the electric dipole of an excited molecule or atom placed in the vicinity of a substrate couples to its own partially reflected electric field, resulting in a frequency shift of the emitted radiation.16,17 A general solution for the scattering of a sphere on a substrate has been obtained by separating the coupled system into the scattering by a sphere in a homogeneous medium, described by Mie theory, and the reflection of radiation by a surface.18,19 Mirror image multipoles induced in the substrate have also been taken into account in the calculations, and their importance has later been verified experimentally for latex and copper spheres on silicon wafers.20

More recent calculations for plasmonic NPs near metallic surfaces have shown that the localized NP surface plasmons couple strongly not only with image multipoles but also with surface plasmon modes of the metallic film.21–23 Hybridization between localized surface plasmons of the NP and delocalized surface plasmons of the film leads to spectral shifts that depend on the NP–film separation and the film thickness.21,22,24 Experimentally, a shift toward lower energies has indeed been observed for the surface plasmon resonance of silver and gold NPs on gold films as a function of film thickness, NP size, and NP–film separation, which were on the order of a few tens of nanometers and
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controlled by dielectric spacers. In all cases, this interaction is strongest for p-polarized incident light. Furthermore, large field enhancements have been predicted for the gaps of the NP–film system and observed experimentally by surface-enhanced Raman scattering. In addition to near-field coupling for the NP–film system, the importance of image charges has also been shown by far-field interference of light scattered by a NP and its mirror image, where a single gold NP interacted with an aluminum-coated optical fiber mounted to an atomic force microscope cantilever for precise control over gap distances that exceeded 10 μm. 

Interestingly, dielectric substrates can also significantly alter the surface plasmon resonance of supported NPs despite the absence of film surface plasmons. For silver nanocubes, the presence of different dielectric substrates caused a second localized surface plasmon resonance to appear at higher energies in the scattering spectrum, which was assigned to a quadrupolar plasmon mode. For spherical NPs as well as nanoshells, the presence of the substrate lifts the degeneracy of the dipole mode and its component orientated perpendicular to the substrate shifts to lower energies for p-polarized excitation light. This trend is similar to the one observed for plasmonic NPs interacting with metallic films and also depends on the NP–film gap, but the amount of red shift is reduced for dielectric substrates. The interaction strength as measured by the shift in the plasmon resonance maximum increases with the permittivity of the substrate. In addition, higher order plasmon modes can appear in the optical spectrum of NPs supported on dielectric substrates because of an intraparticle hybridization of NP plasmons whose degeneracy has been lifted due to symmetry breaking by the substrate. Because of the absence of film surface plasmons for dielectric substrates, these effects are mediated by induced image charges.

In addition to the discussed spectral changes for a plasmonic NP brought into the vicinity of a metallic or dielectric film, it has been noted that the elastic and inelastic scattering from individual silver and gold NPs appears as doughnut-shaped patterns in the images. This behavior is indicative of a dipole emitter that is orientated perpendicular to the substrate and is consistent with a stronger interaction of the NPs with the substrate for out-of-plane polarized light. When the NP–film interaction strength is decreased by changing the film material or NP–film gap, the usual Gaussian intensity point spread function is obtained, illustrating how the direction and polarization of the light scattered by a plasmonic NP can be tuned. Beyond the NP–film system, such control is of great current interest in nanophotonics. However, while most studies of NP–film interactions have focused on spectral shifts, only a few reports exist on the scattering patterns of individual NPs. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have been carried out on the scattering images of assembled NPs interacting with different substrates. For closely spaced NPs, interparticle plasmon coupling becomes important and changes the optical response. The question therefore arises as to how the scattering pattern for closely spaced plasmonic NPs depends on the nature of the substrate on which the NPs are assembled.

In this paper, we investigated the effect of coupling between collective plasmon modes of a self-assembled NP ring with the substrate on the far-field scattering pattern. Using polarization sensitive and wavelength selective dark-field scattering microscopy, we observed that the images of NP rings appeared as two offset circles displaced from the physical location of the ring for carbon and gold substrates. By varying the substrate material, we show that this effect was due to the interaction between the collective surface plasmon modes of the self-assembled structure and the substrate as the double ring pattern was visible in the images of the NP rings created on carbon and gold but not glass substrates.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Large rings (4–7 μm) of 40 nm gold NPs on different substrates were formed by breath figure templating. A transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of a ring on a 20 nm thick carbon film is shown in Figure 1. The inset is a magnified TEM image of a ring segment which illustrates that the ring was several NPs wide. NP rings were also prepared on glass and gold substrates. The corresponding scanning electron microscope (SEM) images are given in Figure S1 of the Supporting
plasmon resonances of NP rings on carbon, gold, and glass. The assemblies were created on (Figure 2). Surface assigned to multipolar resonances of local ring segments. showed several red-shifted plasmon modes that were NP rings were strongly in and o inside the ring. The intensity line sections were normalized from 0 to 400 kHz for carbon and from 0 to 200 kHz for gold for background scattering, and the intensity scale ranges for the glass substrate (2c), this effect was not observed. Instead, Figure 2c shows dark-field scattering images of the NP ring consistent with the limited resolution of an optical microscope. The observed effect for the carbon and gold substrates was very reproducible as confirmed by multiple independent measurements of the same and different NP rings. The series of images in Figure S2 taken as a function of microscope focus position furthermore verifies that a misalignment of the optical setup can be ruled out as a possible explanation. It should be noted that the scattering intensities for ring segments aligned parallel to the detected polarization were larger. This is particularly pronounced for the glass substrate and is due to near-field coupling between the NPs leading to longitudinally polarized collective plasmon modes. Variations in scattering intensity along the ring circumference are also influenced by differences in the thickness of local ring segments. The corresponding TEM and SEM images for the rings shown in Figure 2 are given in Figure 1 for the carbon substrate and Figure S1 (Supporting Information) for the gold and glass surfaces, respectively.

The observed “splitting” into offset rings was further analyzed by determining intensity line sections for each polarization component and for different ring segments that were parallel and perpendicular to the detected scattered light as indicated by the red and blue lines in the images shown in Figure 2. The corresponding line sections give the spectrally integrated scattering intensities, as analyzed from the images, and are shown below each image for the three substrates. The origin of the x-axis of the intensity line section refers to the position of the ring, while negative values indicate positions in the image outside of the ring and positive values represent positions inside the ring. The intensity line sections were normalized and offset for better comparison.

Information. We previously studied the plasmon scattering of these NP rings using dark-field spectroscopy and found strong interparticle near-field coupling giving rise to collective plasmon resonances polarized along the ring circumference. The scattering spectrum showed several red-shifted plasmon modes that were assigned to multipolar resonances of local ring segments.

The plasmon scattering images of the self-assembled NP rings were strongly influenced by the substrate that the assemblies were created on (Figure 2). Surface plasmon resonances of NP rings on carbon, gold, and glass were excited with randomly polarized light in a dark-field illumination geometry, and the back-scattered light was spectrally integrated (~450–700 nm) and analyzed for two perpendicular polarizations as indicated by the white arrows in Figure 2. For carbon (2a) and gold (2b) as substrates, the polarized dark-field scattering images of the rings appeared as two circles that were offset from each other in the direction of the detected light polarization. However, for the ring on the glass substrate (2c), this effect was not observed. Instead, Figure 2c shows dark-field scattering images of the NP ring consistent with the limited resolution of an optical microscope. The observed effect for the carbon and gold substrates was very reproducible as confirmed by multiple independent measurements of the same and different NP rings. The series of images in Figure S2 taken as a function of microscope focus position furthermore verifies that a misalignment of the optical setup can be ruled out as a possible explanation. It should be noted that the scattering intensities for ring segments aligned parallel to the detected polarization were larger. This is particularly pronounced for the glass substrate and is due to near-field coupling between the NPs leading to longitudinally polarized collective plasmon modes. Variations in scattering intensity along the ring circumference are also influenced by differences in the thickness of local ring segments. The corresponding TEM and SEM images for the rings shown in Figure 2 are given in Figure 1 for the carbon substrate and Figure S1 (Supporting Information) for the gold and glass surfaces, respectively.

The observed “splitting” into offset rings was further analyzed by determining intensity line sections for each polarization component and for different ring segments that were parallel and perpendicular to the detected scattered light as indicated by the red and blue lines in the images shown in Figure 2. The corresponding line sections give the spectrally integrated scattering intensities, as analyzed from the images, and are shown below each image for the three substrates. The origin of the x-axis of the intensity line section refers to the position of the ring, while negative values indicate positions in the image outside of the ring and positive values represent positions inside the ring. For the carbon (2a) and gold (2b) substrates, we observed a broadening of the intensity line sections beyond the optical resolution accompanied by a dip in the middle of the line profile for directions that were parallel to the scattered light polarization. This broadening corresponds to the splitting into separated offset rings in the dark-field scattering images. In contrast, the images in Figure 2c for a NP ring on glass did not show the same effect.

In order to quantify the broadening of the intensity line sections, we calculated their full width at half-maximum (fwhm) and then compared the fwhm values for the two detected polarizations. For the rings formed on the carbon and gold substrates, the fwhm of the intensity line sections were significantly larger for directions...
parallel compared to perpendicular to the polarization of the detected scattered light, as illustrated in Figure 3. In the parallel case, the average fwhm was 1040 and 1100 nm for carbon and gold, respectively, while in the perpendicular case, the average fwhm was 590 and 560 nm. However, for the ring formed on the glass substrate, the fwhm was independent of the detected polarization direction (610 and 540 nm for parallel and perpendicular, respectively). To compare these fwhm values to the optical resolution of the dark-field scattering microscope, we determined the fwhm from scattering images of single gold NPs placed on a glass coverslip. Glass was chosen as the substrate because it did not alter the image of the plasmon scattering collected for the NP ring. We measured dark-field scattering images for three different average sizes of NPs: 76, 88, and 155 nm (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). The average fwhm of these NPs were 380, 450, and 490 nm, respectively, which demonstrate that the fwhm values were a convolution between the NP size and the microscope resolution. Because the NP rings were usually several NPs wide, corresponding to a ring thickness of approximately 100—200 nm, as shown in Figure 1, it is most appropriate to compare the fwhm of the ring and the 155 nm NPs. This comparison confirms that the intensity line sections of the ring taken in the direction parallel to the detected light polarization were significantly broadened for the carbon and gold substrates, while the intensity line sections for the perpendicular direction were mostly governed by the optical resolution.

The observed optical effect is assigned to the interaction of the surface plasmon resonances of the NP ring with the substrate and, in particular, the polarization component of the plasmon modes that was perpendicular to the image plane. This was confirmed by exciting the ring plasmon modes with s- and p-polarized light separately, which was achieved by placing a polarizer and a wedge in the excitation beam path.53 By using such a combination in a reflected light dark-field microscope, which employed a large numerical aperture for excitation, and varying their orientations, s-polarized incident light was almost purely polarized “in-plane”, while p-polarized excitation contained polarization components that were both parallel and perpendicular (“out-of-plane”) with respect to the sample plane, where the perpendicular one dominated. Dark-field scattering images of the NP ring on the carbon and glass substrates excited with s- and p-polarized light are shown in Figure 4. For the ring supported by the carbon film, the same splitting into offset rings along the direction of the detected light polarization was observed when the image was recorded.
substrates we used in this study have the same e-glass substrate had a two-dimensional Gaussian underlying mechanism. As expected, individual NPs on a allowed for better contrast without changing the un-tering images of 88 nm gold NPs supported on carbon, and what role the polarization of the incident and

Figure 5. Dark-field scattering images of individual NPs supported by a carbon substrate for different excitation polarizations: randomly (top), p-polarized (middle), s-polarized (bottom). (a,b,d,e,g,h) Images taken with a polarizing beam splitter in the detection path; (c,f,i) images acquired without the beam splitter and only one detector. All scale bars correspond to 1 μm. The images were corrected for background scattering, and the intensity scale ranges from 0 to 900 kHz for randomly, 0 to 120 kHz for p-polarized, and 0 to 20 kHz for s-polarized excitation. Note that the wedge in the excitation path blocks out a significant portion of the light, reducing the scattering intensity. All dark-field images were taken from the same sample of 88 nm gold NPs, and the circles in the bottom row indicate the positions of the single NPs, which were too weak to be observed.

with p-polarized excitation, as illustrated in the bottom row of Figure 4a. In contrast, the splitting was clearly absent in the dark-field scattering images for excitation with s-polarized light, as shown in the top row of Figure 4a. These results and comparison to the images in Figure 2a recorded with randomly polarized excitation suggest that it was primarily the surface plasmon oscillation orientated perpendicular to the sample plane that interacted strongly with the substrate. As expected from Figure 2c, when the NP ring was supported by a glass substrate, s- and p-polarized excitation gave the same results as those discussed for carbon (not shown). The similarity in the coupling strength for carbon and gold is further evident from the scattering spectra in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information, which show a comparable red shift of the surface plasmon resonance for the carbon and gold relative to the glass substrate.

The appearance of the doughnut-shaped features in the single NP scattering images can be explained by the induced image charge model,17,19,25–27,29,36,37 which predicts that in-plane and out-of-plane polarized excitation results in destructive and constructive interference, respectively. Figure S6 of the Supporting Information shows a schematic description of this model for a single plasmonic NP located above a substrate. Interaction between the charge distribution created by the excitation of a plasmon oscillation in the NP with the electrons in the substrate induces an image charge distribution. Out-of-plane excitation (Figure S6a) creates an image charge dipole that is in phase with the oscillation of the NP plasmon, resulting in constructive interference. The result is the appearance of a doughnut-shaped signal in the dark-field scattering image by integrating the intensity for all detected polarizations, the individual 88 nm NPs appeared as doughnuts for randomly and p-polarized excitation light (see images c and f in Figure 5). Again, when the NPs were excited by s-polarized light, no doughnut-shaped features and only a decrease in the plasmon scattering intensity was observed (see image i). The gold substrate gave the same results as those discussed for carbon (not shown). The similarity in the coupling strength for carbon and gold is further evident from the scattering spectra in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information, which show a comparable red shift of the surface plasmon resonance for the carbon and gold relative to the glass substrate.

The stronger interaction for p-polarized excitation is consistent with previous studies of individual plasmonic NPs on metallic and dielectric substrates, which furthermore found that the distance-dependent near-field coupling between the film and NP plasmons causes the individual NPs to appear as doughnuts in the optical scattering images.25,26,29 To test if the substrates we used in this study have the same effect on the plasmon scattering images of individual NPs and what role the polarization of the incident and detected light plays, we recorded single particle scattering images of 88 nm gold NPs supported on carbon, gold, and glass substrates. Larger 88 nm NPs were used instead of the 40 nm NPs that made up the ring because the larger scattering cross section of the 88 nm NPs allowed for better contrast without changing the under-lying mechanism. As expected, individual NPs on a glass substrate had a two-dimensional Gaussian intensity profile in their dark-field scattering images independent of the detected polarization (Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). However, the results for the NPs on the carbon substrate were very different, as illustrated in Figure 5, for different excitation condi-tions: randomly polarized (5a–c), p-polarized (5d–f), and s-polarized (5g–i). The dark-field scattering images of individual NPs were similarly affected compared to the NP ring when the surface plasmons were excited by randomly and p-polarized excitation light, which both led to a splitting of the single NP image into two lobes along the direction of the scattered light polarization (see images a, b, d, and e in Figure 5). When the individual 88 nm NPs were excited by s-polarized excitation light instead, the splitting was absent, but the scattering intensity of the NPs decreased significantly. Note the difference in intensities for the images in the middle (120 kHz full scale) and bottom (20 kHz full scale) rows of Figure 5. In agreement with previous work,25,26,29 after removing the polarizing beam splitter and recording only one dark-field scattering image by integrating the intensity for all detected polarizations, the individual 88 nm NPs appeared as doughnuts for randomly and p-polarized excitation light (see images c and f in Figure 5). Again, when the NPs were excited by s-polarized light, no doughnut-shaped features and only a decrease in the plasmon scattering intensity was observed (see image i). The gold substrate gave the same results as those discussed for carbon (not shown). The similarity in the coupling strength for carbon and gold is further evident from the scattering spectra in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information, which show a comparable red shift of the surface plasmon resonance for the carbon and gold relative to the glass substrate.

The appearance of the doughnut-shaped features in the single NP scattering images can be explained by the induced image charge model,17,19,25–27,29,36,37 which predicts that in-plane and out-of-plane polarized excitation results in destructive and constructive interference, respectively. Figure S6 of the Supporting Information shows a schematic description of this model for a single plasmonic NP located above a substrate. Interaction between the charge distribution created by the excitation of a plasmon oscillation in the NP with the electrons in the substrate induces an image charge distribution. Out-of-plane excitation (Figure S6a) creates an image charge dipole that is in phase with the oscillation of the NP plasmon, resulting in constructive interference. The result is the appearance of a doughnut-shaped signal in the dark-field scattering image by integrating the intensity for all detected polarizations, the individual 88 nm NPs appeared as doughnuts for randomly and p-polarized excitation light (see images c and f in Figure 5). Again, when the NPs were excited by s-polarized light, no doughnut-shaped features and only a decrease in the plasmon scattering intensity was observed (see image i). The gold substrate gave the same results as those discussed for carbon (not shown). The similarity in the coupling strength for carbon and gold is further evident from the scattering spectra in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information, which show a comparable red shift of the surface plasmon resonance for the carbon and gold relative to the glass substrate.
orthogonal polarization components are selected. This causes the dumbbell-shaped patterns that look like a splitting of the image along the direction of the detected light polarization. On the other hand, for in-plane excitation (Figure S6b), the NP dipole and the induced image dipole are out of phase with each other, which leads to destructive interference and a strongly reduced far-field scattering intensity, as illustrated in Figure S5i. The described image charge model can also be interpreted as the hybridization of the localized surface plasmon resonance of the NP with its image charge. In fact, the model in Figure S6 (Supporting Information) resembles the case of a NP dimer.\(^{21,47}\)

This induced image charge model can also be qualitatively used to explain the interactions of collective plasmon modes of the NP ring with the substrate. Figure 6 shows a schematic description of this model applied to a short chain of NPs located above a polarizable substrate. The three NPs represent a small ring segment and illustrate plasmon coupling between the NPs in the ring. Interaction between the charge distribution created by the excitation of the collective plasmon oscillation in the NPs with the electrons in the substrate induces an image charge distribution. Out-of-plane excitation (Figure 6a) creates an image charge distribution that is in phase with the plasmon oscillation of the NPs, resulting in constructive interference. In contrast, in-plane excitation (Figure 6b) creates an image charge distribution that is out of phase with the plasmon oscillation of the NPs, resulting in destructive interference. This constructive and destructive interference between the coupled plasmon modes of the NPs and the substrate image charges results in the appearance of the offset rings and the reduced scattering intensity observed in the dark-field scattering images of the NP ring shown for out-of-plane and in-plane polarized excitation, respectively. It should be noted that Figure 6 represents a simplification because only dipolar interactions are considered. In addition, only the optically active hybridized modes are shown in each case (a, antibonding; b, bonding). The collective plasmon response of the NP ring is, however, more complex because multipolar plasmon interactions become important for the short interparticle distances in the NP ring.

Because excitation of surface plasmon polaritons of the thin film by evanescent coupling of the NP to the substrate is relatively weak for dark-field illumination,\(^{25}\) the collected far-field signal was dominated by scattering of the incident field by NP surface plasmons that were hybridized with induced charges situated at the surface of the substrate. The surface charge distribution due to the induced polarization is related to the localized surface plasmons of the NP by

\[
q_{\text{image}} = (-1)^{s}q_{\text{NP}}/(1 + \varepsilon_{s}q_{\text{image}}) + q_{\text{image}}(1 - \varepsilon_{s})/(1 + \varepsilon_{s}q_{\text{image}}),
\]

where \(q_{\text{image}}\) and \(q_{\text{NP}}\) are the multipolar modes of the NP and the induced image charge within the substrate, respectively;\(^{17}\) \(\varepsilon_{s}\) is the substrate permittivity, \(l\) is the order of the plasmon mode, and \(m\) is the azimuthal index denoting out-of-plane \((m = 0)\) and in-plane \((m = 1)\) polarization. For a gold film, the large negative real part of its dielectric function\(^{60}\) is responsible for dispersive multipolar image modes with relative magnitudes larger than the surface plasmons of the NP. These image charge oscillations can couple in or out of phase with the NP surface plasmons, leading to constructive and destructive interference in the far-field.

For dielectrics such as glass with little or no conductance, the induced dipole moment is less than that of the NP surface plasmon and oscillates completely in phase or \(180^\circ\) out of phase for excitation with polarization perpendicular or parallel to the substrate, respectively. However, for glass with a low permittivity of \(\varepsilon_{s} = 2.25\), the coupling between the NP surface plasmon modes and the induced image charges is so weak that the resulting cumulative dipole moment is not very different from the response of an isolated NP.

The amorphous carbon film of the TEM substrate had a very similar influence compared to metallic gold on the scattering pattern and spectra of individual gold NPs. Carbon is indeed dispersive for the visible part of the spectrum much like gold and should therefore effectively couple to the surface plasmon of a NP for certain frequencies. Its relative absorption is, however, much weaker than that of gold. For the wavelengths most relevant for the dark-field scattering images (450–700 nm), the reported values for the real part of the permittivity of amorphous carbon span a range from 4 to \(6.6\).\(^{61–64}\) These values are all larger than the permittivity of glass, consistent with the explanation of the experimental data by the image charge model. In contrast to glass, the increased broadening in the single particle scattering spectra of 88 nm gold NPs on carbon (Figure S5) furthermore indicates that the imaginary part of the permittivity for carbon \((-2.5–4\)) also needs to be considered in the interaction between the plasmonic NPs and the induced image multipoles.
have previously investigated the polarized scattering spectra of self-assembled NP rings supported on glass and observed the emergence of multipolar collective plasmon modes due to strong near-field coupling between adjacent NPs in the ring. These collective plasmon resonances were mainly polarized along the ring circumference. Figure 7a shows a dark-field image of a NP ring on the carbon substrate and its spectrum (Figure 7b) collected from the area marked by the red square. For both of these measurements, the polarizing beam splitter was removed and the excitation light was randomly polarized. The spectrum of the NP ring was much broader and red-shifted from the plasmon resonance of a single constituent 40 nm gold NP, shown for comparison as the blue line in Figure 7b. The fact that the scattering spectrum of the ring extended beyond 900 nm suggests that the lowest order mode was shifted to longer wavelengths outside our experimental spectral window. Despite the different substrate, the ring spectrum in Figure 7b is consistent with our previous results.

To prove that the interaction between the substrate and the collective plasmon modes of the ring and not the localized plasmon resonance of the individual NPs is responsible for the appearance of the offset rings, we collected wavelength resolved dark-field scattering images for the NP ring supported by the carbon substrate. This was achieved by placing various band-pass filters in the detection path. Figure 7c shows dark-field images recorded with a 700 nm band-pass filter for two orthogonal polarizations of the detected light and randomly polarized excitation, while Figure 7d contains the corresponding images for a 900 nm band-pass filter. The rings were clearly split again into two offset circles for these two wavelengths, which were red-shifted from the single NP response. At these red-shifted wavelengths, transverse plasmon modes must effectively couple with the substrate as ring segments aligned perpendicularly to the direction of the detected polarization appear brighter with p-polarized excitation light (see bottom of Figure 4a). It can therefore be concluded that it must be the interaction between the oscillating charges of the collective ring
modes and their induced image charges that caused the observed optical effect. We can furthermore rationalize now why the scattering intensity for the NP ring was not as strongly suppressed for s-polarized compared to p-polarized excitation (Figure 4a) as expected from the corresponding results shown for the individual gold NPs in Figure 5. The collective optical response of the NP ring contains many plasmon modes with both in-plane and out-of-plane polarization components, and a simple cancellation of opposing dipoles as is the case for single NPs is therefore not possible. These wavelength resolved dark-field scattering images furthermore illustrate that even the most red-shifted coupled plasmon modes of the ring possess transverse polarization components, which were only very weak or absent in the previously published polarized scattering spectra.58

Interestingly, the wavelength resolved dark-field images in Figure 7 provide further evidence for the proposed image charge model by analyzing the fwhm of the intensity line sections. We observed that the fwhm values were dependent on the wavelength of the detected scattered light. The fwhm values of the line sections analyzed parallel to the scattered light polarization were significantly different for the images taken with the 900 ± 20 nm band-pass filter compared to the 700 ± 20 nm band-pass filter: the average fwhm value of the line section from the image taken with the 900 ± 20 nm band-pass filter was 1360 nm, while the average fwhm value of the line section from the image taken with the 700 ± 20 nm band-pass filter was 1050 nm. This difference is consistent with an interference between the collective ring modes and the induced image charges in the substrate. The spacing of the interference fringes depends on the wavelength of the interfering waves. Longer wavelengths result in larger spacings between the fringes as observed here.

The question arises as to where the NPs of the ring actually were in the optical images that were split into offset circles. We found that the physical position of the ring was in the middle of the two offset circles, which in turn means that the offset circles in the scattering images were displaced from the NP ring's actual location. Figure 8 shows two images of the same NP ring on a carbon substrate, which were acquired with different incident polarizations in order to produce images that intentionally either displayed a single ring (8a) or two offset circles (8b). In Figure 8a, the physical location of the NP ring must coincide with the optical signal and is indicated by the blue dashed circle. By superimposing the two images in Figure 8, taking advantage of additional reference points in the images, we can conclude that the location of the NP ring was in between the offset circles. Figure S7 in the Supporting Information further supports our conclusion about the physical location of the NP ring as the difference of two dark-field scattering images with orthogonal polarizations agrees well with simulations.

CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS

We have observed strong coupling between collective plasmon modes in NP rings and the substrate which supported the self-assembled structures. In the dark-field scattering images, this interaction was seen as a splitting of the ring image into two offset circles along the direction of the detected light polarization. By isolating different polarization components of the excitation light, we showed that the coupling responsible for this effect was strongest for polarization perpendicular to the substrate. We interpret the splitting into offset rings as the coupling between collective plasmon modes of the ring and induced images charges in the substrate as verified by single particle measurements and wavelength resolved dark-field imaging. The strength of this coupling was dependent on the nature of the substrate as no effect was seen for NP rings on a low permittivity substrate such as a glass. The experimental results for the optical response of individual and assembled gold NPs on the carbon compared to the gold film suggest a similar interaction strength, which is important to consider when using carbon-coated TEM grids as NP substrates. Finally, our results show how it is possible to spatially modulate scattering from plasmonic nanostructures. Changing the permittivity of the substrate through external control with electrical or optical signals could tune the optical response of supported plasmonic structures by turning on and off the coupling with induced image charges. The result for a NP assembly as reported here would be a plasmonic light modulator similar to an acousto-optic modulator used in optics to deflect the beam path of laser light by a few degrees, but operating on the scale of a few micrometers. One can furthermore envision using the effect discussed in this work to sense changes in the dielectric properties of the supporting substrate.

METHODS

Gold NPs (40 nm) with a polystyrene surface coating (Mw = 10 000 g/mol) were prepared and stored in dichloromethane following the procedure described elsewhere.59 Self-assembled rings were prepared by allowing a drop of the solution containing the functionalized NPs to dry on different substrates. NP rings of various sizes ranging from about 1 to 10 μm in diameter were formed at the interface between the organic solvent and water droplets that condensed from the air due to dichloromethane evaporation. We used glass coverslips as substrates for the NP rings (Fisher 12-541-B), ~15 nm thin gold patterns deposited on glass coverslips, and ~20 nm
thin carbon films on top of standard TEM copper grids (Ted Pella CF300-Cu-50). The gold patterns were formed using an indexed TEM grid (Ted Pella 79021C) and an electron beam evaporator (Telemark), which also allowed us to locate the same structure on the glass and gold substrates by optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (FEI Quanta ESEM2 operated at 25 kV in wet mode).

The samples deposited on TEM grids were characterized using a transmission electron microscope (JEOL 2010) operated at 120 kV.

Dark-field excitation was performed in a reflected light geometry using an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200) with a halogen lamp as the excitation source. Dark-field contrast was achieved using incident excitation light with a numerical aperture larger than that for the collected backscattered light. The polarization of the excitation light was selected using a combination of a wedge and a polarizer. To allow for coarse and fine adjustments of the sample position, a custom-designed holder was attached to a manual translational stage and mounted on an xyz piezo scanning stage (Physikon Instrumente P-517.3CL), which was connected to a surface probe microscope controller (RHK Technology SPM controller), which was connected to a piezo scanning stage and mounted on an optical stage and equipped with a halogen lamp as the excitation source. Dark-field images were collected point by point with the scanning stage.

Optical density and band-pass filters were used in the detection path to prevent saturating the detectors and to collect images for specific wavelength intervals of the scattered light, respectively. Scattering spectra were acquired by redirecting the light to the entrance of a spectrometer (Princeton Instruments Acton SP2150i) connected to a CCD detector (Princeton Instruments Acton SP2150i) connected to a CCD detector. Scattering spectra were acquired by redirecting the light to the entrance of a spectrometer (Princeton Instruments Acton SP2150i) connected to a CCD detector.
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